We present the results from a detailed analysis of photometric and spectrophotometric data on five Seyfert 1 galaxies observed as a part of a recent reverberation mapping program. The data were collected at several observatories over a 140-day span beginning in 2010 August and ending in 2011 January. We obtained high sampling-rate light curves for Mrk 335, Mrk 1501, 3C 120, Mrk 6, and PG 2130+099, from which we have measured the time lag between variations in the 5100Å continuum and the Hβ broad emission line. We then used these measurements to calculate the mass of the supermassive black hole at the center of each of these galaxies. Our new measurements substantially improve previous measurements of M BH and the size of the broad line-emitting region for four sources and add a measurement for one new object. Our new measurements are consistent with photoionization physics regulating the location of the broad line region in active galactic nuclei.
INTRODUCTION
In the past two decades, several correlations have been observed between various properties of galaxies and the masses of their central supermassive black holes (BHs). Two of the best-studied correlations, in both active and quiescent galaxies, are the relations between the mass of the central black hole (M BH ) and the stellar velocity dispersion of the host bulge, commonly known as the M BH -σ * relation (e.g., Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000 , Tremaine et al. 2002 Onken et al. 2004; Woo et al. 2010) , and the relation between M BH and the luminosity of the host bulge, also referred to as the M BH -L Bulge relation (e.g., Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Magorrian et al. 1998; Bentz et al. 2009b; Gültekin et al. 2009 ). The existence of these correlations suggests that there is a connection between supermassive BH growth and galaxy evolution. If this connection exists, simulations or theories of galaxy and BH growth must naturally produce these observed correlations. Explanations for the observed M BH -galaxy correlations have ranged from hierarchical mergers and quasar feedback to self-regulated BH growth (e.g., Silk & Rees 1998; Di Matteo et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2009 ), although there are also arguments that it is simply a consequence of random mergers (e.g., Peng 2007; Peng 2010; Jahnke & Macciò 2011) .
A large sample of accurate direct M BH measurements is crucial to understanding this BH-galaxy connection. Because the BH sphere of influence is much too small to be resolvable in any but the nearest galaxies, the only direct method of measuring M BH in distant galaxies is reverberation mapping (Blandford & McKee 1982; Peterson 1993) , which is applicable to Type 1, or broad-line, active galactic nuclei (AGNs). Reverberation mapping relies on the correlation between variations of the AGN continuum emission and the subsequent response of the broad emission lines. By monitoring AGN spectra over a period of time, one can measure the radius of the broad line region by observing the time delay, or "lag", between fluctuations in the continuum and emission-line fluxes, which is due to light travel time between the continuum source and the BLR. Assuming the gas is in virial motion, this BLR radius, R BLR , can be combined with some measure of the BLR gas velocity from the doppler-broadened emission-line widths to obtain an estimate of M BH . To date, this method has been applied to measure BLR radii and M BH in nearly 50 AGNs (e.g., Peterson et al. 2004; Bentz et al. 2009c; Denney et al. 2010) . See Marziani & Sulentic (2012) for a recent review on using the BLR to measure M BH .
These measurements have confirmed the existence of a correlation predicted by photoionization theory between the radius of the BLR and the AGN continuum luminosity, known as the R BLR -L relation (e.g., Davidson 1972; Davidson & Netzer 1979) . This correlation allows one to obtain both velocity and R BLR estimates from a single calibrated spectrum, and has been used to calculate M BH in large samples of AGNs (e.g., Shen et al. 2008 ). This can be used to investigate the evolution of the BH mass function (e.g., Greene & Ho 2007; Vestergaard et al. 2008; Vestergaard & Osmer 2009; Kelly et al. 2010) , the growth of BHs compared to their hosts, the Eddington ratios of quasars (e.g., Kollmeier et al. 2006; Kelly et al. 2010) , and even the dependence of accretion disk sizes on BH mass (Morgan et al. 2010) . The existence of local correlations between host properties and M BH provides another means of exploring BH populations, where BH masses can be inferred from the properties of their hosts. However, there has recently been some discussion on the nature of these correlations, especially the M BH -σ * relation. In these applications, the M BH -σ * relation is assumed to be similar in quiescent and active galaxies, but there are claims that many AGNs lie below or above the M BH -σ * relation at both the high and low-luminosity ends (see, for example, Dasyra et al. 2007; Greene et al. 2010; Mathur et al. 2011 ). Whether or not M BH estimates based on these relationships are reliable is openly debated. Continuing to make new and improved M BH measurements using reverberation mapping is one way to investigate this.
Light curve quality, in terms of sampling density, duration, and precision flux measurements, is a very important factor in reverberation measurements. In particular, light curves that are too short in duration or inadequately sampled can result in incorrect lag measurements (e.g., Perez et al. 1992; Welsh 1999; Grier et al. 2008) . Since the 1990s, our view of what constitutes "adequately-sampled" has changed dramatically, and we now know that some of the early measurements need to be redone, as their sampling rates are low enough that we have serious doubts about their suitibility in recovering BLR radii. In a continuing effort to improve the database of reverberation-mapped objects, we carried out a massive reverberation mapping program at multiple institutions beginning in 2010 August and running until 2011 January. The main goals of our program were (1) to re-observe old objects lacking well-sampled light curves, (2) to expand the reverberation-mapped sample by observing new objects, (3) to obtain velocity-delay maps for several of the targets, and (4) if possible, to measure a reverberation lag in the high-ionization He ii λ4686 emission line in a narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxy (Mrk 335 in this case, with results published in Grier et al. 2012) . We limited our target list to galaxies with expected time lags that were short enough to allow successful measurements during our four-month long campaign. Our final target list included eight objects, and we succeeded in measuring lags for six. Two objects, NGC 4151 and NGC 7603, were dropped due to weather-related time losses. Here we present lag measurements for five of the six remaining objects, while the sixth object, NGC 7469, presents us with a number of interesting challenges and will be discussed in a future work. These five targets and their basic properties are listed in Table 1 . We will discuss velocity-delay maps in a forthcoming study.
OBSERVATIONS
In general, we follow the observational and data reduction practices of Denney et al. (2010) for the spectroscopic observations. Our data analysis methods follow those of Peterson et al. (2004) . A brief summary and any deviations from these methodologies are discussed below. When needed, we adopt a cosmological model with Ω m = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.70, and H 0 = 70 km sec −1 Mpc −1 .
Spectroscopy
The majority of the spectra were obtained using the MDM Observatory 1.3m McGrawHill telescope on Kitt Peak. We used the Boller and Chivens CCD spectrograph to obtain spectra over the course of 120 nights from 2010 August 31 to December 28. We used the 350 mm −1 grating to obtain a dispersion of 1.33Å pixel −1 . We set the grating for a central wavelength of 5150Å, which resulted in spectral coverage from roughly 4400Å to 5850Å. The slit was oriented north-south (Position Angle=0) and set to a width of 5 ′′ .0, which resulted in a spectral resolution of 7.9Å. We used an extraction window of 12
′′
.75 along the slit. We also obtained spectra during this time period using the 2.6m Shajn telescope at the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory (CrAO). These data were acquired with the Nasmith spectrograph and SPEC-10 CCD. A 3 ′′ .0 slit was used at a position angle of 90
• , and we used an extraction window of 13 ′′ .0. Because of the large slit size used, there should be no effect on the AGN light due to the change in position angle between the MDM and CrAO spectra. However, this will affect the amount of host galaxy light received through the slit. The spectral coverage in the CrAO data was from approximately 3900Å to 6100Å, with a dispersion of 1.0Å pixel −1 . Table 2 lists the number of spectroscopic observations and time coverage at each telescope for our sample.
The reduced spectra were calibrated onto an absolute flux scale by assuming that the [O iii] λ5007 narrow-line flux is constant. The reference spectra for this calibration were created by averaging spectra taken on photometric nights for each source. We scaled these reference spectra to the absolute flux of the [O iii] λ5007 line for each object (listed in Column 3 of Table 3 ) to create an absolute flux-calibrated reference spectrum for each object. We confirmed that the [O iii] λ5007 fluxes in these reference spectra agreed with previous measurements, where available. Our new measurement of
for 3C 120 was larger than that of Peterson et al. (1998) , who measured F ([O iii] λ5007) = 3.02 × 10 −13 ergs s −1 cm −2 . Since our spectra have improved greatly in quality since then, we adopt our new [O iii] λ5007 flux. We did not find a published absolute [O iii] λ5007 flux measurement for Mrk 1501, so for that source we adopt the flux measured in our average spectrum of the photometric data as the absolute [O iii] flux. Using a χ 2 goodness-of-fit estimator method to minimize the flux differences between the spectra (van Groningen & Wanders 1992), we then scaled each individual spectrum to the reference spectrum. These procedures yield an absolute flux-calibrated data set for each object from which to measure the mean AGN luminosity. In some spectra, we were unable to obtain a good fit due to changes in spectrograph focus, so we manually scaled these spectra instead. Figure 1 shows the calibrated mean and root mean square residual (rms) spectra of our five objects based on the calibrated MDM spectra.
Photometry
To supplement our spectra, we obtained V -band imaging observations using the 70-cm telescope at CrAO and the 46-cm Centurion telescope at Wise Observatory of Tel-Aviv University. The CrAO observations used the AP7p CCD, which has 512 × 512 pixels with a 15 ′ ×15 ′ field of view when mounted at prime focus. The Wise Observatory used an STL-6303E CCD with 3072 × 2048 pixels, with a field of view of 75 ′ ×50 ′ for our setup. A summary of the photometric observations can be found in Table 2 , including the number of observations of each object at each telescope and their span in Heliocentric Julian Date (HJD).
LIGHT CURVES

Spectroscopic Light Curves
Emission-line light curves were created for both the MDM and CrAO data sets by fitting a linear continuum underneath the Hβ line in each spectrum and integrating the flux above it. The continuum was defined by two regions adjacent to the emission line, which is defined by regions given in Table 4 . For the MDM data, the 5100Å continuum light curves were created by taking the average flux measured in the wavelength regions listed in Table  4 . Initial CrAO continuum and Hβ light curves were created the same way -however, the CrAO spectra were on a different flux scale than the MDM spectra because different amounts of [O iii] and host galaxy light enter their slits due to changes in seeing, slit orientation, and aperture size. We assumed there is no real variability on timescales of less than 0.5 days, so we calibrated the CrAO light curves to the MDM light curves by multiplying the fluxes by a constant calculated by taking the average flux ratios between pairs of observations from the CrAO and MDM light curves that are separated by less than 0.5 days, putting both light curves on the same flux scale.
Photometric Light Curves
For the WISE imaging data, we used image subtraction to produce the light curves using ISIS (Alard & Lupton 1998; Alard 2000) . We generally follow the procedures of Shappee & Stanek (2011) . The images are first aligned using a program called Sexterp (Siverd 2012, in prep) . Sexterp is a replacement for ISIS' default interp.csh that relies on SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) for source identification. SExtractor source lists are significantly more robust and improve registration accuracy. We additionally use an upgraded interpolation utility provided with Sexterp. This routine implements the publicly available Bspline interpolation code of Thévenaz et al. (2000) and produced better results with our images.
We then used ISIS to create a reference image for each field using the 20-30 images with the best seeing and lowest background counts. When creating the reference image, ISIS convolves the images with a spatially variable convolution kernel to transform all images to the same point-spread function (PSF) and background level. The resulting images are then stacked using a 3σ rejection limit from the median. We then used ISIS to convolve the reference image with a kernel to match it to each individual image in the data set and subtract each individual frame from its corresponding convolved reference image. We then extract light curves for the nucleus of each galaxy using ISIS to place a PSF-weighted aperture over the nucleus and measure the residual flux. We used varying extraction apertures for the different objects, choosing apertures large enough to account for all AGN light but minimizing the host galaxy light included. For the CrAO images, we used photometric fluxes based on standard aperture photometry, which were measured within an aperture of 15 ′′ .0. This includes all of the host galaxy flux for most of our objects, and was chosen to minimize slit losses due to variable seeing. See Sergeev et al. (2005) for more details on obtaining the CrAO photometric fluxes.
Combined Light Curves
The spectroscopic continuum light curves were merged with the photometric light curves as follows. We applied a multiplicative scale factor as well as an additive flux adjustment to each photometric light curve to put them all on the same scale and correct for the differences in host galaxy starlight that enters the apertures (see Peterson et al. 1995) . The final continuum and emission-line light curves, scaled to our MDM light curves, are shown in Figure  2 . The continuum and Hβ fluxes are given in Tables 5 and 6 and labeled according to the observatory at which they were obtained. Final light curve statistics are given in Table 7 .
Time-series Measurements
Previous reverberation studies have relied on fairly simple cross-correlation methods to measure the time delay between the continuum and emission-line variations, τ . Recently, however, Zu et al. (2011) introduced an alternative method of measuring reverberation time lags called Stochastic Process Estimation for AGN Reverberation (SPEAR 1 ), and demonstrated its ability to recover accurate time lags. We utilize this method here. As with cross correlation, we assume all emission-line light curves are scaled and shifted versions of the continuum light curve. SPEAR differs from simple cross correlation methods in two basic respects. First, SPEAR explicitly builds a model of the light curve and transfer function and fits it to both the continuum and the line data, maximizing the likelihood L of the model and then computing uncertainties using the (Bayesian) Markov Chain Monte Carlo method.
Second, as part of this process it models the continuum light curve as an autoregressive process using a damped random walk (DRW) model. It has long been known that AGN continuum variability can be modeled as an autoregressive process (Gaskell & Peterson 1987 ) and a DRW model has been demonstrated to be a good statistical model of quasar variability using large (∼ 10 4 ) samples of quasar light curves (e.g., Kelly et al. 2009; Koz lowski et al. 2010; MacLeod et al. 2010; Zu et al. 2012) . The parameters of the DRW model are included in the fits and their uncertainties, as is a simple top-hat model of the transfer function and the light curve means (or trends if desired).
The key physical advantage of SPEAR is that it automatically includes a self-consistent, physical model of how to interpolate in time. For any given DRW model parameters, the stochastic process model gives a mathematical estimate for the light curve at any time along with its uncertainties that naturally includes all the information in both the continuum and line light curves and their uncertainties. Since the DRW parameters also have to be estimated from the data, we allow them to vary as part of the overall model as well. In essence, this leads to a lag estimate that naturally includes the uncertainties in how to interpolate between data points, constrained by the physical properties of the variability in the target. Because it is then a statistical fit to the data with a set of parameters and a standard likelihood function, it also allows the use of powerful statistical methods like Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods to produce uncertainties that correctly incorporate the effects of the model uncertainties on the lag estimate.
We used SPEAR on our light curves using the code described by Zu et al. (2011) and successfully measured time lags (τ SPEAR ) for all five objects. We list these in Table 8 . The mean and variance of the light curve models calculated by SPEAR that are consistent with the data are shown in Figure 3 . We also show the log-likelihood functions (log (L /L max ) as a function of τ ) for these light curves in Figure 4 . The likelihood L is defined in Equation (17) in Zu et al. (2011) , and is proportional to e −χ 2 /2 . The best model, corresponding to L max , is associated with the minimum Figure 4 effectively shows ∆χ 2 between models using each lag and the best model.
For comparison with previous results, we also include in Table 8 the lag measurements made using the interpolation method originally described by Gaskell & Sparke (1986) and Gaskell & Peterson (1987) which was later modified by White & Peterson (1994) and Peterson et al. (1998 Peterson et al. ( , 2004 . We cross-correlate the continuum with the emission-line light curve, calculating the value of the cross correlation coefficient r at each each of many potential time lags. We show the CCFs for our light curves in Figure 4 . Uncertainties in these lags are calculated using Monte Carlo simulations that employ the flux randomization and random subset selection methods of Peterson et al. (1998) , as refined by Peterson et al. (2004) . For each realization, we measure the lag (τ peak,CCF ) that results in the peak value of the cross correlation coefficient, r peak . We also measure the lag at the centroid of the CCF (τ cent,CCF ), calculated using points surrounding the peak with values greater than 0.8r peak . We adopt the mean of the distribution of delay measurements from our Monte Carlo realizations, and the standard deviations of the same distributions are adopted as our formal 1σ uncertainties. In the cases of Mrk 335, Mrk 6, and PG 2130+099, we subtracted linear trends before performing the CCF analysis, as there are clear secular trends in these light curves. This did not significantly affect the measured lag values, as can sometimes be the case. However, the resulting CCFs were cleaner, with much more narrow and well-defined peaks when the trends were subtracted.
Line Width and M BH Calculations
Assuming that the motion of the Hβ-emitting gas is dominated by gravity, the relation between M BH , line width, and time delay is
where τ is the measured emission-line time delay, ∆V is the velocity dispersion of the BLR, and f is a dimensionless factor that depends on the geometry, kinematics, and orientation of the BLR. The BLR velocity dispersion can be estimated using the observed Hβ line width. This line width can be characterized by either the FWHM or the line dispersion, σ line . To determine the best value of the line width and its uncertainty, we use Monte Carlo simulations similar to those used when determining the lag from the CCF. We run 100 simulations in which we create a mean and rms residual spectrum from a randomly chosen subset of the spectra, obtaining a distribution of resolution-corrected line widths. We take the mean value of σ line or FWHM from these realizations and use their standard deviation as our uncertainty. We measure σ line and FWHM in both the mean and rms residual spectra for completeness, and report these in Table 9 . We use the rms residual spectrum line widths to estimate M BH , as this eliminates contamination from constant narrow line components and isolates the broad emission components that are actually responding to the continuum variations.
We adopt f = 5.5. This estimate is based on the assumption that AGNs follow the same M BH -σ * relationship as quiescent galaxies (Onken et al. 2004) , and is consistent with Woo et al. (2010) . This factor allows for easy comparison with previous results, but is about a factor of two larger than the value of f computed by Graham et al. (2011) . We use σ line (rms) in our M BH computation because there is at least some evidence that it produces less biased M BH measurements than using the FWHM (Peterson 2011) . Using τ SPEAR for the average time lag, we compute the virial product (M vir = cτ ∆V 2 /G) and M BH for all five galaxies. The measurements are reported in Table 9 .
DISCUSSION
The Radius-Luminosity Relationship
We compute the average 5100Å luminosities of our sources, correcting for host galaxy contamination following Bentz et al. (2009a) . We measure the observed-frame host-galaxy flux in our aperture for each source using HST images (Table 3) . With these measurements, we calculate the host-subtracted, rest-frame 5100Å AGN luminosity for placement on the radius-luminosity relationship. The final host-subtracted AGN luminosities are given in Table 9 . Note that we do not currently have HST images from which to measure the host luminosity for two of our objects, Mrk 6 and Mrk 1501. As a consequence, the luminosities listed for these objects are the total 5100Å luminosities rather than just that of the AGN, and we expect them to fall to the right of the R BLR -L relationship. Bentz et al. (2009a) are represented as open shapes, while our new measurements are represented by filled shapes, varying in shape and color by object. We have not re-fit the best-fit trend including our new data; we leave this to a future work. Mrk 335 and 3C 120 both fall very close to their positions from the Bentz et al. (2009a) , but we have increased the precision of their R BLR measurements. PG2130 +099 continues to lie somewhat to the right of the relation. Both Mrk 6 and Mrk 1501 also lie noticeably below the relationship, as is expected since we were unable to subtract the host galaxy starlight -we therefore show these luminosity measurements as upper limits. Host measurements for these galaxies will shift both of them to lower luminosities and hence closer to the existing R BLR -L relation.
To see where we expect Mrk 1501 and Mrk 6 to lie on the relation after host subtraction, we examined the host galaxy light fraction in galaxies with similar BLR sizes (i.e. similar lags) as these two objects. Using measurements from Bentz et al. (2009a) , we calculated the average fraction of host galaxy light among galaxies with similar lags, and used this fraction to calculate the expected host galaxy fluxes, and hence the expected host-subtracted luminosities, in Mrk 1501 and Mrk 6. Host galaxies in objects with lags similar to Mrk 1501 contributed on average 34% of the total luminosity, so we expect Mrk 1501 to change from log λL 5100 = 44.32 ± 0.05 to around 44.10. Host galaxies in objects with lags similar to Mrk 6 contributed on average 56% of the total luminosity. If we applied this to Mrk 6, the hostsubtracted luminosity would then be log λL 5100 = 43.40. Both of these objects will likely continue to lie below the current R BLR -L relation, but within the normal range of scatter currently observed. However, it is important to note that there is a very large scatter in the fraction of the luminosity contributed by the host galaxies in general, so these numbers are used for very rough estimations only.
Comments on Individual Objects
Mrk 335
Previous reverberation measurements of Mrk 335 were made by Kassebaum et al. (1997) and Peterson et al. (1998) and reanalyzed by Peterson et al. (2004) and Zu et al. (2011) . Previous Hβ measurements for this object are quite good, and it was included in this study mainly for the potential to measure the size of the high ionization component of the BLR. Details from our study have been reported by Grier et al. (2012) , and the data have been included in this study for completeness. Our new measurement of R BLR = 14.1 
Mrk 1501
No previous reverberation mapping measurements exist for Mrk 1501. We measure τ = 15.5 +2.2 −1.9 days and a resulting black hole mass of M BH = (1.84 ± 0.27) × 10 8 M ⊙ . As noted above, this object lies noticeably to the right of the R BLR -L relation, which is expected since we have not yet subtracted the host galaxy contribution to the 5100Å luminosity due to the lack of HST imaging data. As mentioned above, once we have corrected for host subtraction we expect the object to lie below the relation, but still within the normal scatter.
3C 120
3C 120 was observed by Peterson et al. (1998) and reanalyzed by Peterson et al. (2004) . The latter study reported τ cent = 39.4 +22.1 −15.8 days, corresponding to M BH = 5.55 +3.14 −2.25 × 10 7 M ⊙ . We included 3C 120 in our campaign in an effort to reduce the large uncertainties in R BLR . Our new measurement of τ = 27.2 +1.1 −1.1 days leads to M BH = (6.7 ± 0.6) × 10 7 M ⊙ , which is consistent with the previous measurements, but has much smaller uncertainties due to both better-sampled light curves and the improved techniques of measuring lags using SPEAR. Our new measurements place this object slightly below the R BLR -L relation, consistent with its previously-measured position.
Mrk 6
Mrk 6 was observed in reverberation studies by Sergeev et al. (1999) , Doroshenko & Sergeev (2003) , and Doroshenko et al. (2012) , who measured Hβ time lags using cross correlation. Doroshenko et al. (2012) report τ cent = 21.1 ± 1.9 days. This measurement was used to calculate M BH = (1.8 ± 0.2) × 10 8 M ⊙ . This study used light curves that cover a very long time period with more sparse sampling than our campaign. Because of our dense time sampling, our light curves are sensitive to lags as small as a day or two. We measure a Hβ time lag of 9.2 ± 0.8 days and M BH = (1.36 ± 0.13) × 10 8 M ⊙ .
Our new τ measurement is substantially lower than the previous measurement -however, varying BLR sizes are expected if the luminosity of the object changes, in accordance with the R BLR -L relation. In this case, the previous study reports lower AGN luminosity measurements than we find, and by the R BLR -L relation we would also expect a smaller τ measurement in their data. However, they measure a lag on order of twice the length of ours, so this difference cannot be explained by a change in luminosity state. To investigate, we ran the light curves from Doroshenko et al. (2012) through both the CCF and SPEAR analysis software, and obtain results that are generally consistent with theirs to within errors when using cross correlation. However, we do note that the lags we measure using SPEAR are noticeably lower than the lags they report when we confine our attention to their more well-sampled light curves. For example, with their best-sampled light curves that cover the end of their observing period, we measure τ = 11.5 +1.2 −0.8 days, where they report τ = 20.4 4.6 −4.1 days for the same light curves. The median spacing between observations in the Doroshenko et al. (2012) light curves is always above 10 days, which we suspect renders their light curves insensitive to lags shorter than this. We are confident that our measurement of τ = 9.2 days is accurate for our data set, as the lag signal is clearly visible in our light curves and the sampling rate is very high in both the continuum and Hβ light curves.
Mrk 6 has a very interesting Hβ profile (see Figure 1 ) that has been observed to change dramatically both in flux and shape (Doroshenko & Sergeev 2003 , Sergeev et al. 1999 . The rms line profile from our study is clearly double-peaked and shows significant blending of the He ii emission with the Hβ emission. To verify that our line width measurement is not affected by the He ii component, we fit a second-order polynomial to the He ii feature in the rms spectrum and subtracted it from the total rms spectrum. We then re-measured the line width from this new spectrum and obtained a measurement consistent with that taken from the entire rms spectrum. This suggests that the He ii blending did not affect our measurement of σ line , so we adopted our original measurement for use in the M BH calculations. There are a variety of physical models that can produce this double-peaked profile, many of which we expect would show clear velocity-resolved signatures in our data. This analysis is beyond the scope of this paper and will be explored in detail in a future work.
PG 2130+099
Initial reverberation results for PG 2130+099 were first published by Kaspi et al. (2000) , who measured a value of τ on the order of 200 days and thus inferred a black hole mass of 1.4 × 10 8 M ⊙ . It was a significant outlier on both the M BH -σ * and R BLR -L relations. However, PG 2130+099 was later re-observed and measured to have R BLR = 22.9 +4.4 −4.3 days and M BH = (3.8 ± 1.5) × 10 7 M ⊙ (Grier et al. 2008) , both of which are about an order of magnitude smaller than the original measurements. The discrepancy was attributed to undersampled light curves in the first measurements, as well as long-term secular changes in the Hβ equivalent width. While the 2008 data showed a clear reverberation signal, the amplitude of the variability in the study was quite low and the campaign was short in duration, rendering it insensitive to lags above 50 days, which made the light curves less than ideal. We included this object in our study in hopes of obtaining a better-sampled light curve sensitive to a wide range of time lags that would yield a more definitive result. Our new measurements of τ = 12.8 +1.2 −0.9 days and M BH = (4.6 ± 0.4) × 10 7 M ⊙ are consistent with those of Grier et al. (2008) , but with higher precision. Note that PG 2130+099 is in a noticeably different position on the R BLR -L relation -it has moved nearly parallel to the relation from its previous location, since its luminosity has also changed. Like Mrk 335, this is consistent with the expectations from photoionization models of the BLR.
SUMMARY
We have presented reverberation measurements for five objects studied in our 2010 observational campaign. We successfully measured the average size of the Hβ-emitting region in all five objects. Four of these measurements constitute significant improvements in precision compared to previous measurements, and the fifth was the first reverberation measurement for the object. We also measured the line widths in these objects and used these to measure black hole masses, M BH , for the sample. In all cases, our new measurements are consistent with previous measurements, but with reduced uncertainties. We placed our objects on the most current R BLR -L relationship and find that our new measurements place our objects in locations consistent with previous measurements when taking into account the poorer precision of past measurements and observed mean luminosity changes. This is consistent with the location of the BLR being regulated by photoionization physics. We do not have host galaxy luminosity measurements for two of our objects, and these objects lie below the relation, as expected for objects with significant uncorrected host galaxy contamination in their luminosities (Bentz et al. 2009a ).
Our work also demonstrates the utility of highly-sampled light curves in reducing uncertainties in BLR radius measurements. A large sample of high-precision R BLR and M BH measurements, such as the measurements presented here, is crucial in understanding the intrinsic scatter in the R BLR -L relation as well as understanding the nature of other observed relations such as the M BH -σ * and M BH -L Bulge relationships. We will defer discussion of these relationships to a future contribution. 1 Continuum and emission-line fluxes are given in 10 −15 erg s −1 cm −2Å−1 and 10 −13 erg s −1 cm −2 , respectively, and have not been corrected for host galaxy contamination. * Column (1) lists the object, Columns (2) and (3) list the average and median time spacing between continuum observations, respectively. Column (4) gives the mean flux of the continuum in the observed frame. Column (5) gives the excess variance, defined by
where σ 2 is the flux variance of the observations, δ 2 is the mean square uncertainty, and f is the mean observed flux (Rodriguez-Pascual et al. 1997) . Column (6) is the ratio of the maximum to minimum flux in each light curve. Columns 7-11 are the same quantities but computed using the merged Hβ light curves rather than the continuum light curves. 9.6 ± 1.2 9.7 ± 1.3 The relationship between the BLR radius and AGN luminosity at 5100Å. The most recent calibration, from Bentz et al. (2009a) , is shown by the solid line. Gray squares are from Bentz et al. (2009a) and darker gray triangles are from Denney et al. (2010) . Open colored shapes show previous measurements for our sources from Bentz et al. (2009a) . The orange open square representing Mrk 6 is from Doroshenko et al. (2012) . Filled colored shapes represent our new measurements of these objects. Each source was given its own shape and color combination for ease of comparison between the new and old measurements. Note that Mrk 6 and Mrk 1501 do not have their host galaxy starlight subtracted and therefore their continuum luminosities are shown as upper limits.
